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SUMMARY 
 
The Worship Minister’s primary task is to architect a Sunday gathering which engages the broad 
spectrum of RRCOC’s attenders in creative, meaningful worship that honors God, deepens faith, and 
spurs life change.  
 
We want our church’s worship to be highly participatory, utilizing a broad range of people in planning 
and execution, and engaging the entire spectrum of people assembled (men/women, young/old, 
believer/unbeliever, guest/member, Democrat/Republican/Libertarian/Independent, rich/poor, 
white/brown/black, etc, etc) on Sundays at RRCOC.  
 
We anticipate that the worship-related responsibilities of this role will require around 25-30 hours of 
work per week. Our desire is to work with you to establish other responsibilities for the remaining 10-15 
hours that intersect with your gifting and our church’s needs.  
 
 

 
 
 

WINS 
 
Your goal will be to help us consistently achieve our 5 priorities in worship:  
 

● We point to God. 
 

● We encourage and enable participation.  
 

● We bring our best.  
 

● We orchestrate memorable moments.  
 

● We expect guests and make them feel welcome.  
 
 

 
 



DETAILS 
 
Lead RRCOC’s singing during Sunday worship 

● Lead our church in dynamic, heartfelt singing that points to God while encouraging and 
enabling participation 

● Introduce new songs on a regular basis (written/arranged by you and/or others)  
● Coordinate the sharing of our Sunday worship beyond our walls (by way of clips, stories, and 

moments shared through social media, etc.) 
 
Plan RRCOC’s Sunday worship 

● Take the lead on planning worship, pursuing the five priorities listed above and leading the 
worship planning team in idea sharing and collaboration 

● Involve a broad range of people leading aspects of our worship, encouraging and coaching 
them as they do 

● Communicate with up-front participants during the week and help ensure they’re present and 
prepared on Sunday 

● Head up the creation of original worship content (things like special communion experiences, 
meditative video content, focused prayers, special blessings, etc.), regularly exploring and 
implementing ways to deepen and improve the Sunday worship experience 

● Create lyric slides for screen projection during worship 
 

Train & Develop RRCOC’s praise team 
● Run the weekly praise team practice, preparing for the Sunday(s) ahead 
● Teach the praise team new songs 
● Recruit volunteers to serve on the praise team 

 
Function as a part of RRCOC’s ministry staff 

● Work alongside the other ministers under the oversight of our lead/preaching minister  
● Practice a consistent lifestyle of spiritual disciplines and personal ministry, striving to live out 

RRCOC’s Core Behaviors and serve as an example to the church body 
● Be coachable and flexible in your role  
● Be a team player. Help other staff members whenever possible, serve at church events; be a 

generous collaborator 
● Invest in a healthy working relationship and spiritual partnership with our elders 

 
Other Responsibilities 

● We anticipate that the worship-related responsibilities of this role will require around 25-30 
hours of work per week. Our desire is to work with this individual to establish other 
responsibilities for the remaining 10-15 hours that intersect with both his gifting and our church’s 
needs.  

   



 
 

 

DAY-TO-DAY 
 
You should be someone with a strong heart for worship, who believes deeply in the need for—and 
potential of —collective praise, and is action-oriented with the ability to architect meaningful gatherings, 
manage teams, and prioritize tasks.  
 
This role will of course require lots of time up front during worship on Sundays. You’ll need to be 
comfortable in that role, able to lead the congregation while engaging in worship yourself, and able to 
set a tone of enthusiasm and joy while making everyone present feel as welcome and safe as possible. 
We have two identical times of worship each week (8:30am & 11:00am), and you’ll lead at both.  
 
This role will also require strong organizational skills. You will spend a lot of time organizing and 
scheduling volunteers, recruiting and following up with those who help lead our worship in some way, 
etc. Spreadsheets, emails, and a well-kept calendar —though not the most glamorous part of worship 
ministry —are things you’ll need to be skilled in and comfortable utilizing daily. 
 
Of course, much of your time during the week will be spent planning upcoming worship services. You’ll 
work with the worship planning team (comprised of a handful of staff) on this, but the bulk of the work 
of planning and executing the elements of those services (songs, prayers, special moments, focused 
communion meditations, etc.) will fall to you. You’ll also work collaboratively with our preaching/lead 
minister to plan various ways our worship might dovetail with themes explored in each sermon series. 
Once a week, you’ll lead the praise team practice, guiding them as they learn new songs and practice 
for the upcoming Sunday.  
 
It’s important that you function well on a team. We strive to maintain a healthy staff culture, nurturing 
strong and collaborative relationships among the staff and between the staff and elders. Our goal at 
RRCOC is to live love , and there are seven things we endeavor to do as we pursue that goal: Be brave, 
Be open-handed, Be together, Be genuine, Be changed (and changing), Be a reason for someone to 
come home, and Always be celebrating. As a part of our ministry staff, you’ll be expected to join us in 
those behaviors and we’ll cheer you on as you do.  
 
You will report to our preaching/lead minister, Justin Gerhardt, while working side-by-side with the staff 
and under the guidance of the elders.  
 

 
● This is a full-time position.  
● This position reports to our our lead/preaching minister. 
● Though spiritual and emotional maturity is a must, no full-time ministry experience is required.  
● Salary will be competitive, to be discussed during interview process.  


